BamGoo
moves goods for you

BAMGOO | Quotation
Piece

Material

Bike

Decription

Amount

Any second hand bcycle from people or TBC
sent for charity from organization

Size
Depending on women’s or
men’s bike

TBC

Structure

Bamboo

Better if treated and completely dry

2 Euro / 250 Ksh
200mm in Diameter 40/50 mm of the
1.30 Euro / 150 Ksh if untotal
longest cane (140mm)
Diameter 2/3 for shorter canes treated bamboo

Bags

i.e., Hessian or
canvas

Hessian fabric is more breathable, canvas on the other end is waterproof

10-12
bags

100 x 100mm of fabric per
bag. Total 15m roll.

Hessian 7 Euro / 800 ksh.
TOT. 100 Euro
Canvas 3.50 Euro / 400Ksh.
TOT. 50 Euro

Rope

TBC Need to be thin but resistent
Sisal or palm fibre rope (posible
use of resin)

1-2
rolls

2m

1 Euro / 115 Ksh.

Clamps

Metal

2

Diameter of the main bamboo
pole

4 Euro / 400 Ksh.
TOT. 8 Euro / 800 ksh.

Stand

Metal or bamboo Stand needs to keep the bicycle straight TBC
and rigid.

Depending on bike type

TBC

4 / 5 cm diameter. 500gr.

* All pieces and measures are an approximate value, depending on bicycle size and bamboo quality.

TOOLS:
Machete, Saw, Drill, screws, adjustable wrench, sawing machines

TBC

CONSTRUCTION:
For the construction of one BamGoo piece would take about 1.5 day in total.
4-7 hours for the bamboo structure and 6-9 hours for the bags and the final assembly.

5,20 Euro / 600 Ksh.
TOT:

65 Euro / 7300 Ksh.

BAMGOO | Plan
SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER 2016
• Fundings
The initial idea for Okana project was to spread the voice about the workshop on BamGoo transportation system and let people participate with their own bicycle and money.
At the moment the cost of the bags is very high, a metre of farbric cost as much as Europe standards.
To solve this issue we need to find other solutions (ie.recycling fishing basket or other fabric suppliers) and some fundings in order to
buy the materials for the workshop.
• Bicycle from other countries or Kenya
In order to build BamGoo, we need bikes! Some people in Okana might have a bike already as it’s one of the main transport but we
need to have some bikes ready just for the workshop.
First we need to see if there are some bikes in Okana that are not being used. Secondly, ask to some local places in Kenya or alternatively ask places in Europe (ie. Netherlands or Denmark) if they are planning to send second hand bicycle to Kenya in the near future.
There are many workshops out there that provide bicycles to Africa!
I’ve been wiriting some e-mails already but unfortunately I didn’t receive any good answers yet.
• Stands
The all structure around the bicycle could weight a lot, therefore a good support is needed to hold the bike.
The stand need to be different from the standard one, see picture in next slide.
Once we find a supplier for bikes we can also ask for the right stand. At the same time I’m also looking at possibilities to create the part
in bamboo.
• Bags
At the pavillions there is going to be a workshop with sewing machines and, in theory, someone able to use them. We need to make
sure that this is working properly by the end of October.
• Spread idea
In May this year, the NGO already printed out a poster about the project to see what was the response from the people of the village.
This turned out to be a good idea and people was very keen to start this project.
In order to keep the interest up and spread the idea, I would like to make some other posters or little flyers to have with us at the
workshop or even before.
•Future of BamGoo in Okana
See how to keep the project alive after the workshop with us at the Pavillions. As I understood there are going to be some employee of
the NGO available to work for the the pavillions and BamGoo but this need to be confirmed.

NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2016
•Workshop
To be finalized.
Sara and Serena have a fulltime job and can’t take more then 10 days holidays, that means approximately 2 weeks to do the workshop
and build working models at the Pavillions.

RUBBER CLAMPS USED IN MUNICH

TYPE OF GOOD STAND

CLAMPS FOUND IN KENYA

FISHING BASKET INSTEAD OF FABRIC

CLEAN FRAME / NO ACCESSORIES
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